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Abstract-Collaborative Information Retrieval (CIR) is
the process by which people working together can
collaboratively search for, share and navigate through
information such as databases, maps, and documents.
Computer support for CIR currently makes use of
single-user systems. Effective CIR systems could benefit
from the use of multi-user interaction to enable more
than one person to collaborate using the same data
sources, at the same time and in the same place. Multitouch interaction has risen to prominence recently
although most of the research in this area is concerned
with other application domains, such as gaming. It may
be possible to adapt the techniques used in other
application domains for CIR. This research investigates
the potential for multi-touch interaction techniques to
effectively support CIR.
Index Terms—Computer Supported Cooperative
Work, Collaborative Information Retrieval, HumanComputer Interaction, Multi-touch, Touch Screens.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Collaborative Information Retrieval (CIR) involves
searching for, retrieving and viewing data as a group of
people, using documents as data sources [1]. Within
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), this
activity is assisted by computer systems.
Personal
computers do not effectively support simultaneous
collaboration as they are designed for single-user, singleinput environments [2].
Multi-touch surface computing has recently seen a
reduction in costs and increased frequency of use [3]. This
together with its inherently multi-user nature suggests multitouch interaction as a possible solution for effectively
supporting simultaneous, co-located CIR. Despite the
potential advantages of multi-touch interaction for CIR,
most of the research in this area has focused on other
application domains such as navigating maps and gaming.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the requirements for
CIR and to consider the potential of multi-touch surface
computing to provide support for CIR. Section II reviews
related work in the fields of CIR and multi-touch
interaction. The requirements of a tool to support CIR using
multi-touch interaction techniques are investigated in
Section III.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Collaborative Information Retrieval
CSCW can be defined as a computer-assisted coordinated

activity such as communication and problem solving carried
out by a group of collaborating individuals [4]. CIR covers
a range of collaborative information behaviours, including
the sharing of already acquired information. Information
sharing practices within a working environment can be
broadly categorised into four types, namely strategic,
paradigmatic, directive and social sharing. Directive sharing
is especially suited to computer support as it involves goaloriented, two-way sharing [5].
CIR tasks can be divided into two categories: information
seeking and information navigation. Information seeking
can be defined as the process whereby information is found
using querying and filtering tasks. Studies have shown that
collaboration is common in information seeking tasks.
Particularly when a goal is shared, collaboration can
improve the efficiency of achieving shared goals by
delegating tasks and avoiding repetition [1].
Paper documents are often the most intuitive way of
sharing and annotating data. Working collaboratively at a
traditional PC workstation does not provide intuitive
collaborative interaction. This includes orientating the
document to face another user, passing papers across a table,
and making casual annotations [6]. However, electronic
sources provide several benefits over physical documents.
Electronic sources are easily copied, retrieved, distributed
and backed up. They can be quickly searched and sorted
with computer assistance. Different views are available to
suit the user interface, such as minimizing to thumbnails or
viewing documents extra-large, which is not possible with
physical documents. Electronic sources often provide the
most recent information, since the information space is
dynamic and printed or published sources may be out of
date.
B. Multi-touch Interaction
Touch screen input is appealing as it can be considered
the most direct form of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI),
because the input and output device is the same surface. No
extra input devices are needed, which simplifies the
interface and makes a touch screen interface more robust
than a free moving input device such as a mouse. Touch
screen interfaces are very intuitive to use, particularly for
novice users. For this reason, they are successfully used in
public computers, such as automated teller machines
(ATMs) and information kiosks [7].
Conventional touch screens can recognise only one point
of contact and work similarly to mouse interaction. Multitouch interaction has recently risen to prominence and is
opening up new possibilities for novel interaction

paradigms. In particular it affords multi-user interaction
which may allow more effective collaboration.
There are several challenges that face systems using touch
interaction. Feedback can be a problem as touching the
screen obscures the display. The lack of a visual pointer
(other than the finger) and lack of physical feedback from a
button can also cause feedback ambiguity. Visualisation
systems that improve feedback have been proposed [8].
Precision and fatigue are also common problems associated
with touch screen interaction.
III. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
In determining the requirements for a multi-touch system
to facilitate CIR, the most common tasks in CIR were
identified. High level tasks include finding and viewing
document sources, annotation, sorting and categorising
sources, and sharing with other users. Computer support is
commonly employed in automatically filtering and sorting
search information based on the activities of other users.
Low level tasks include moving and zooming documents,
passing and orienting documents to other users, sorting and
filtering the documents based on the information contained
therein.
This research will propose a solution which uses multitouch interaction techniques to manipulate representations
of document sources on a multi-touch surface computer.
Existing interaction techniques will be adapted and
developed for CIR. Existing standards and conventions for
multi-touch interaction will be followed, where possible.
These techniques include lasso selection techniques and
moving two fingers apart for zooming. Gesture based
interaction will be used for common tasks to make effective
and efficient use of the touch surface. A 42” multi-touch
screen belonging to the NMMU/Telkom CoE will be used to
implement the proposed techniques (Figure 1).

Figure 1: NMMU/Telkom CoE Multi-touch Surface and
Driver PC
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has highlighted the need for a system to
improve computer support for CIR. Multi-touch interaction
was identified as a possible solution, as it is inherently
multi-user in nature. The tasks required to support CIR

were identified and a set of requirements for such a system
was derived from these tasks.
A prototype will be developed that extends existing multitouch interaction techniques for CIR. The prototype will be
applied to a specific CIR scenario and evaluated to
determine the usability and usefulness of the proposed
techniques.
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